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Abstract
InChainZ is a unified platform for contact trading,
creating an internal ecosystem, based on the consent of its users and their
willingness to benefit from the contact base they have and to further invest
in new contacts, by acquiring access to people, whose contacts are also
part of the ecosystem.

The platform will be implemented using blockchain technology for the
exchange and investing in contacts and for the creation of a centralised
database for contact information storage, update and management.
The platform will be built around a utility token and smart contracts for
generation and allocation of contracts. Users who seek to gain access will have
to use their platform tokens and thus will create the liquidity of an internal
exchange, whereby platform tokens will be then distributed between the
contact owners, referrers, verifiers, introducers, TGE Patrons and investors,
motivating the latter to handle requests for access.
The price of access and the value of a contact will be determined by demand
and supply, its platform token generating potential and thus driven entirely by
market forces of the created ecosystem. Therefore…

InChainZ is the first
contact-trading and contact-investing platform on blockchain.
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Did you know
In 1929
T Frigyes Karinthy, proposed the theory, that all the people in the world are six or fewer
stops away from each other?

In 2008
Microsoft has announced, that through the chains of acquaintance, we are seven
introductions away from any other person in the world. In 2016 Facebook Research has
announced that degree of separation between Facebook users is 3.57.

Contact portfolios
have well-hidden treasures whose value can be unlocked.

Active people
often possess more than a thousand contacts which they pile up in the course of their
personal and business interactions but utilise effectively less than 20% of such contacts.

Contacts of High Profile:
A lot of people possess the contacts of high profile individuals which they do not utilise
and do not share out of concerns for breaching privacy and thus spoiling an existing or
a potential relation in the future.

Contacts Details
We are reluctant to provide contact details of other people, even if we know that it may
be mutually beneficial as we try to avoid the risks of unintended consequences and
undesired intrusion in particular.

Access
On the other hand, people need access to other people for personal and professional
reasons and are ready to pay in order to achieve their objectives.

Efforts
to contact someone are subject to uncertainty of success. This sense often deters
people from even making an effort to contact someone they need access to.

Start
You can start monetarizing from the asset that you hold in your pocket. How cool is
that!
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1. InChainZ Vision

OWNER

1.1.

HOLDER

USER

Core Idea
The core idea behind InChainZ is to bring the interaction between

Contact Owner, Contact Holder and Contact User to a new level and solve
and provide a market-place for exchange of contacts.
The platform is intended to provide benefits to all participating users in their
interchanging roles of contact-owners, contact-holders and contact-users
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Contact Owner
In an era of information flooding and mind-blowing speed of life, people experience
serious necessity to control the access to their time, energy and resources. Using the
InChainZ platform the contact owners will be in control of who, when, how often and
at what price a third party may access them. By setting a price, as high as they deem
appropriate, they shift out the time-wasters and limit the access only to those requests
that are really value creating, meaningful and sensible. The contact owners can earn
income in exchange of time spent. The contact worth-assessment functionality will be
even more valuable for professional service-providers such as lawyers, accountants, tax
experts, IT professionals etc.

ContactHolder
Contact holders will have the opportunity to benefit from their contacts by both trading
them and earning their share of the usage fees. The more demanded their contacts
are the higher the income utility and the larger the potential benefit from the increase
in their token quotes. In the InChainz internal ecosystem, the contact holders can ride
the contact value appreciation curve, invest in growing and promising contacts, and
close out on the ones that have already achieved their full potential.

Contact Users
People seek new channels of accessing efficiently potential partners, clients and
collaborators with high degree of engagement and demand transparent and adjustable
tools to run professional and social relations. We understand that in order to encourage
collaboration between huge number of participants InChainZ shall develop scalable
digital solutions and competitive incentives for all parties.
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Therefore,
we build a flexible blockchain based platform that will allow participants to
combine its tools and achieve the desired results. InChainZ will change the way
how users connect with each other, making it more efficient and valuable.

1.2. Solving Market Problems

Contact Owners
Contact owners will benefit from their contact details being uploaded, verified and
constantly updated. Upon their discretion, they may handle and respond to access
request and thus benefit on providing exchangeable access availability. They may
put a periodic quota on the number of access requests handled or price access in a
way that will limit requests to the really valuable and meaningful ones.

Contact Holders
InChainZ will provide a quantum leap in the way contacts are traded, acquired for
holding purposes, managed, updated, verified, maintained and used in an orderly
personal data portfolio. In addition, the contact holder will be able to earn token
income on their portfolio, by providing controlled and protected paid access
through the platform for selected contacts within the portfolio.

Contact Users
Professional and private users of contact data seek for combination of transparent
contact formats, as well as for more engaged Contact Owners. InChainZ will offer
users an opportunity to access highly involved Owners of contacts and increase the
efficiency of accessing by implementing paid access in consideration, which is
expected to motivate Owners to respond and provide a natural filtering to give
advantage to meaningful and useful relations.

1.3. InChainZ Token Utility and Value
We will issue the InChainZ token that will be used as a core part of our digitalised
business model. It will have multiple intrinsic utilities, such as: system access, payment for
usage fees, gas for running the InChainZ platform, Smart contact contracts (SCC), usage
incentives, bounty and reward mechanism, access and payment for advanced features
(e.g. services provided by partners on our platform, personalisation), etc.
InChainZ utility token is carefully structured in such a way as to empower our users, boost
interactions with the InChainZ system and facilitate usage of services provided by us and
receive contact access in consideration for utility tokens. Using InChainZ tokens for
incentivising usage and the InChainZ service referral will give additional rise to network
effects and hence facilitate better interactions.

The inherent utility of InChainZ token is derived from core interactions, assisted by
InChainZ protocol services:

•
•
•
•
•

InChainZ tokens will be required to obtain access to the system and all core
operations on the SCC exchange protocol,
additional InChainZ tokens will be needed to settle exchange and other advanced
features of the InChainZ system,
InChainZ token will be the only payment mechanism for SCC,
InChainZ tokens will have to be spent on powering Smart Contact Contracts,
InChainZ tokens will be distributed through incentivisation mechanisms for
facilitating network (user base) growth, increasing interactions with the system,
tailored product development and personalisation, onboarding and faster
adoption, facilitating API integration to our system.

There are 3 ways, how platform participants may acquire InChainZ tokens:
1.

Join the crowd sale (total supply will be limited by the number of tokens, created at
the crowdsale).
2. Bounty & Community Rewards.
3. Buy tokens in the crypto exchanges.
4. Earn tokens within the platform for committing actions and accomplishing the
tasks.
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2. Why participate in InChainZ?
2.1. The First of a Kind
InChainZ is the first contact-trading and contact-investing platform on blockchain.
InChainZ is to change the way people gain access to other people, handle and utilise their
contacts forever. We build the ecosystem that will provide people with advanced tools
and incentives for interaction and engagement to acquire access to other people, utilise
their existing contacts, invest in portfolio of contacts and exchange contacts. The Platform
will become the easiest and adequately secure and manageable way to find people. It will
be the fastest way to make the most of on one’s portfolio of contacts saving time and
effort to gain access to people when that access is meaningful and really matters. The
more you have invested within the platform, the more you will benefit from the contact
ecosystem we have created together.
As a first priority InChainZ aims to create the ultimate tool for exchange and investing in
contacts which involves the functionality for their, interchange and earning platform
tokens from them in an environment that is secure, transparent, fair and under the
control of the participating user and the contact owner.

2.2. Realistic Business Model
InChainZ relies on a well-designed, though-out business model that has borrowed
propositions that are concept-proven in other businesses that cater for similar human
needs. The business model will constantly evolve to best serve the needs of the platform
users.
The ultimate attractors of user base are (1) the need to obtain access to people of interest
for personal or professional reasons, (2) the opportunity to generate additional platform
tokens from one’s portfolio of contacts and (3) the opportunity to trade (acquire, dispose
of) contacts for consideration (platform tokens).
The opportunity to earn income from ultimate demand for accessing people and then
share it amongst the originators, contact owner and the Platform is expected to become
a very strong motivator.
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The InChainZ Platform will be the first one to provide the opportunity for people investing
in contacts and holding them in a portfolio with the potential of earning platform tokens
from their share in the access fee and from gains on disposal of a contact.
The ultimate goal of InChainZ is to create an ever-expanding ecosystem in contacts, with
price finding mechanism and on-going trading with price of a contact ultimately
determined by its worthiness. i.e. utility earning opportunity.

3. The INCHAINZ Solution
InChainZ will create an open system based on Ethereum blockchain and encrypted
centralised proprietary database for storing private information, both of which will serve
the creation, trade and exchange of contacts through application of SCC, and the whole
set of services and functionalities which are not immediately payable but nevertheless
needed for the complete functioning of the platform.

The blockchain-based SCC works in a similar way to tokens. The user can acquire, create,
transfer and claim ownership.

•
•

•
•

At the start the originator uses the InChainZ dApp to add Prospect’s contact
details to a particular InChainZ SCC and adds it to his portfolio of contacts.
With time passing the prospect contact details get verified using a sophisticated
mathematical algorithm based on artificial intelligence, cross-checks and crossmatching with data in other users’ portfolios.
The prospect can claim ownership over the uploaded contact profile and reclaim
proceeds from utilisation of contact.
The contacts thus uploaded and verified can start producing benefit for the
originator and the prospect by granting in consideration one-off or limited time
access via the platform.
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4. The INCHAINZ Ecosystem
To build the ecosystem and drive the market, the InChainZ will create tools, initial rules
and protocols to ease and incentivise the interactions between parties, to boost network
growth and facilitate creation and exchange of SCC by actively developing:

•
•

•

SCC exchange protocol for exchange of contact details;
InChainZ token that will serve as a protocol utility token and allow decentralised
transfer of digital ownership claim and facilitate a payment method for contact
trading;
InChainZ dApp - web-based (mobile-based) decentralised application allowing
customers to easy interact with SCC.

5. The go to market approach
InChainZ will push the adoption of InChainZ Ecosystem from multiple sides–contact
users, contact possessors and demanded VIP. All parties will benefit from using InChainZ
SCC due to higher security, high transparency, fraud resistance and income earning
opportunity.
Additionally, we will incentivise the launch and the growth of the ecosystem by
implementing an automated bounty rewarding mechanism based on active
participation of end-users in ecosystem growth. At the beginning, special focus will be
given to bring existing partnerships (where trust is already present) to the platform, by
giving them tools for easing their existing cooperation.
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6. Incentivisation though token
allocation
20% of tokens will be distributed to future partners for easier adoption on the market and
for establishment and enhancement of the InChainZ ecosystem. We will promote SCC to
the largest possible audience (subject to the Disclaimer herein) and the most active users
therefore adding value for customers, offering great benefits simultaneously to the
biggest users and investors who choose SCC as their first choice. Blockchain will allow us
to fight counterfeits with greater precision and with wider range, bringing another
benefit.

7. The InChainZ Business Model
The Platform will provide the opportunity to make a use of the utility tokens providing
services to users and allocate commissions in order to enable the contact holders and
contact owners to benefit for making their contact details available and accessible
through the platform.
The services are intended to be paid in InChainZ tokens and rendered against the use of
the Smart Contact Contract and therefore earn income measured in InChainZ utility
tokens. The fees are to be split between the contact owners, referrers, verifiers,
introducers, TGE Patrons and investors. If the Contact Owner is not registered on the
platform, his portion of the revenue will be held in an escrow account and made available
to them upon registration.
A person can become a contact holder in one of the following ways:
•
•
•

Originate the contact by uploading it and by being the first to make it a part of
one’s tradable portfolio;
Participate in the contact verification mechanism by being an individual who also
uploads it and make it a part of a tradable portfolio;
Acquire it for investment purposes against consideration on the InChainZ
Platform, i.e. acquisition paid in InChainZ tokens.

The motivation for individuals to upload their existing list of contacts will be: (1) the
contact organisation, management and updating functionality to be provided for free; (2)
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The opportunity to benefit from the contact usage fees and (3) The opportunity to realise
utility gains by trading contacts.
The motivation for the contact owners to register and handle access will arise from the
opportunity to benefit from their portion of the usage fees. In addition, the more access
requests they handle the more profits they will generate. Higher demand will certainly
drive the access fee upwards.
Unlike making a telephone number or e-mail available, all access requests and contact
transactions will be processed through the platform, thus maintain control, transparency
and eliminating unwanted disturbances.
In addition, the Platform will charge commission for purchase of contacts into portfolio for
investment purposes. The acquisition of a contact into a user contact portfolio will be
charged a standard acquisition by the InChainZ Platform.

8. InChainz Initial Token Sale Terms
and Allocation - ICO or TGE
Most token sales are referred to as ICOs i.e. Initial Coin Offerings and aim at describing
Ethereum token launches. However, based on their “origin” and functions coins and
tokens are not quite the same…
According to ESMA1, a ICO is an innovative way of raising money from the public, using socalled coins or tokens and can also be called an initial token offering or token sale. In an
ICO, a business or individual issues coins or tokens and puts them for sale in exchange for
fiat currencies, such as the Dollar, or more often virtual currencies, e.g. Bitcoin or Ether.
Initial Coin Offering — is often used as a term for describing the multitude of alterations of
the Bitcoin. The latter became also a byword for the technology that is underlying Bitcoin
the distributed ledger technology, which is the best performing example of digital
money. Although Satoshi Nakamoto’s consensus process was revolutionary in many ways,
however it lacks one essential potentiality that Ethereum poses. Ethereum is subject to
programing an accommodates complex applications, which enables it to surpass the

1

The European Securities Market Association - an independent EU Authority that contributes to safeguarding the
stability of the European Union's financial system by enhancing the protection of investors and promoting stable
and orderly financial markets.
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mere use as a “coin” but provides the opportunity for pure creationism. To sum up Bitcoin produces “coins” and Ethereum generates “tokens”. A “Token Launch” is an
Ethereum thing. An “ICO” is a bitcoin/altcoin thing.
Coins really only have one utility — to act as simple stores of value with limited-to-no other
functionality. By “simple” value, we mean value not represented or manifested through a
variety of dynamic functions. Tokens are a completely different breed all together. They
can store complex, multi-faceted levels of value. Forget everything you know about
bitcoin and pre-mined coins and that entire ilk of tech, Ethereum tokens are generated
by a Smart Contract System (SCS), are highly programmable and have multi-functionality
because of it. They transcend being just a coin, and through their array of functions
become something much more — “tokens”. Technically, they are not “offered”, they are
“generated”. Probably the most accurate phrase of what’s going on during an Ethereum
token launch is to describe it as a “Token Generation Event”, Therefore we will hold a…

9. Token generation event
9.1. General Info
NAME:

InChainZ

SYMBOL:

ICZ

BASED ON:

Ethereum

STANDARD:

ERC-20

TOKEN SALE PRICE:

$0.025

RETAILS SALE PRICE:

$0.25

PAYMENT METHODS:

Bitcoin (BTC), Ether (ETH), Bitcoin Cash (BCH),
Litecoin (LTC)
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9.2. Token Allocation
TOKEN SALE:

1.26 Billion

21%

BOUNTY & COMMUNITY REWARDS:

0.12 Billion

2%

COMPANY TOKEN RESERVE / MAX NUMBER
OF TOKENS FOR TEAM & ADVISORS:

1.20 Billion

20%

1.02 Billion

17%

RESERVE FUND:

2.40 Billion

40%

TOTAL MAX NUMBER OF CREATED TOKENS:

6.00 Billion

100%

MAX NUMBER OF TOKENS FOR
NETWORK GROWTH:

9.3. Sale Period and Fundraising Targets
DATE

SOFT CAP

HARD CAP

PRIVATE SALE:
TOKEN SALE:

Sept 2018
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10. System Guardian
In order to effectually maintain, support, oversee, regulated and guarantee the
functionality, the impartialness and the security of the system, InChainz shall keep 20
percent of the InChainz Tokens locked.
Based on their functionality we have made a mathematical model of distribution of the
utility tokens, in way to guarantee the effective and fair use of the contacts, the tokens
and the system as a whole.

11. Platform, Technology
11.1. How is it designed
InChainZ Platform is built on a modular basis that allow us to implement all functionality
of the project. The modules are defined into four distinct layers:

•
•
•
•

Contact management layer
Contacts portfolios layer
Paid access layer
Contacts trading and exchange layer

The InChainZ platform is designed as a toolkit, allowing to combine different modules to
achieve the required capabilities and encourage interaction between the contact holders,
contact access seekers and people that are merely after an efficient system of contact
management.

11.2. Use of blockchain
Our choice of blockchain as underlying technology of the InChainZ platform allows us to
build transparent, scalable and verifiable system for all platform participants. We will
provide the community with tools to audit the records of blockchain distributed ledger to
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prove the transparency of interaction and avoid the potential conflicts between the
participants.
Our platform will interact with tens of thousands of people. We aspire to introduce more
than 10 million users to the blockchain world.
Every event such as originating a contact, verifying a contact or exchanging of a contact
will generate blockchain record to reflect the particular operation. Our in-house
operations will be using blockchain to select all important events for further analysis. Daily
number of these events can reach millions.
Using Ethereum blockchain for recording of such big number of events would be
impractical mainly because of slow transaction speed and transaction-related expenses.
Therefore, we consider developing the InChainZ platform based on a blockchain
interacting with proprietary database as follows:

•
•

Ethereum for the token and SCC related operations.
Proprietary database for the internal platform operations.

InChainZ proprietary DB will be built as a network of nodes, maintained by the Company
in the early stage of the platform development.

11.3. Technological stack
InChainZ considers various solutions and approaches of the private database
implementation.
InChainZ proprietary DB will be interacting with Ethereum network through the interplatform API we plan to develop.
Planned technology stack includes:

•
•
•

Amazon AWS virtual servers for DB deployment.
NodeJS, Solidity and Python for blockchain development and related blockchain
interactions.
Swift and Java for native mobile applications development.
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11.4. The Process of utilisation of the INCHAINZ
platform
Contact holder angle of platform approach
Each user will have to register on the Platform to start using it. This will be done through a
mobile phone application. This stage entails a robust user ID verification process with a
SMS code sent to mobile phone number and captured by the application.
The user will then have to grant consent over upload of his intended contacts to add to
the Platform database. The process will be fully compliant with GDPR and similar
regulations in all jurisdictions.
The next step is to select 10 or so contacts to be added to trading portfolio.
The verification process will be then undertaken by the Platform, which applies a
sophisticated, AI based mathematical algorithm (MasterMind) to make sure the contacts
are authentic, accurate and up-to-date.
MasterMind is the real brain behind InChainZ. MasterMind is an Artificial Intelligence
Assistant who will support you with the financial twist that your contacts need.

MasterMind is powered by creative intelligence, a deep learning AI algorithm, and his goal
is to provide human-like services for the platform users. Besides functioning as an
investment assistant, MasterMind acts as a true AI, analysing user activity on the platform
from their first steps, through to portfolio completion in order to generate predicative
actions; for example, being able to provide best persons in which to invest, tracking
performance, monitoring InChainZ traffic and value distribution – all the functions
required within an ecosystem that is not managed by any central authority.
MasterMind will find you the person with the highest ROI in which you can afford to invest
in.
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Once verified, contacts can be exchanged,
traded and start to benefit from access.

Contact user angle of platform approach
Users who are looking for access to other people through the Platform will also have to
register on the platform and effectively open an account on it. Again, this will be done
through the mobile application module of the Platform which will apply the same ID
verification mechanism.
The user will be prompted for ways to charge up his account, which would normally be
done through a select list of crypto currencies to acquire the desired amount of InChainZ
tokens.
Once the account is credited with the minimum number of Platform-required tokens, the
user will have access to the contact search capabilities.
Having located and identified a contact the user may chose the type of access and after
granting consent to pay the required amount he may attempt access.
Payment for access is made and user account is debited only after a successful access has
taken place.
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11.5. Smart Contracts
In order to use a contact, users create a blockchain record to defined smart contracts
which acts as automated use agreements between themselves and the stakeholders of
contact they want to use on a one-off or limited period basis. Upon fulfilling the terms of
the agreement, the contact owners, referrers, verifiers, introducers, TGE Patrons and
investors are automatically rewarded by the User in InChainZ Tokens in accordance with
the rules of the smart contract.

12. Platform income generation and
allocation
The ultimate source of benefit (income) on the InChainz platform is the providing of
access to a particular contact on the platform against payment in InChainz tokens. The
price in tokens will depend on the demand for the particular person. The number of
contact access requests times the ongoing price per single request will provide a stream
of benefits (income) generated by the contact. This essentially makes a contact an asset
that generates income stream. The ongoing income stream, and particularly the part of it
that accrues to the contact owner makes a contact valuable and ultimately determines its
value. The process makes contacts registered on the platform behave like equity shares
that yield fluctuating income which can be forecast by the platform participants. These
expectations which essentially are probability driven with respect to demand volume and
contact access price allow for employing contemporary financial methods to appraise a
contact.
The income generated by the realised contact access requests will be allocated amongst
the various participants that have contributed for its existence on the platform in the first
place. The InChainZ aims to employ an AI-based (MasterMind) dynamic and adaptable
income allocation algorithm that will try to maintain a balance between the motivation of
the different contributors.
The shares percentages accruable to the various participants in the value chain will
depend again on the supply and demand of the very roles and the underlying
significance for the appearance and maintenance of a contact on the platform.
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The initial indicative split of income
at the inception of the platform will be:

According to this initial allocation scheme X% of the access requests income will accrue to
investors in a contact. In order to invest in a contact an investor will have to pay its
ongoing price. The initial availability of equity shares in a contact will be set at N for each
and every uploaded contact on the platform. The initial investments (purchases of equity)
in a contact will be met by the initial sale of these N contacts. Once in circulation the
floated contact shares will be asked and bid for on the platforms secondary market. If
liquidity or turnover in a contact is high a subsequent share in a contact will be made
available through a dilutive process. This dilutive process will be aimed to increase the
liquidity (supply) and facilitate trade. The income generated by the subsequent offering of
additional shares in a contact will be distributed in the very same manner as income from
access requests, thus making all stakeholders, including shareholders ultimately interest
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neutral to such dilutions as all of them will receive their fair share of the generated
income under the above proposed income allocation scheme.
For example, if the trading price of a share in a contact increase to levels that make it
difficult for it to be traded, the system will trigger accordingly a subsequent new contact
share offering in an attempt to contain its price.
All stakeholder in the contact however will benefit from the income generated by such
offering. The price of the offering will be based on the ongoing secondary market price
adjusted for the dilution effect according to all known and widely accepted dilution effect
calculation methods frequently applied on the conventional stock exchanges.
The platform system will provide ongoing trading volume, realised access volume and
respectively access and contact share pricing dynamics so that the various platform
participants, contact owners, contact shareholders and access requesters can apply price
assessment analysis and can form adequate behaviour that will ultimately create well
informed supply and demand.
The contact owners’ availability for access will depend ultimately on their share of the
income stream and their share of it. The more reachable a contact is, the more income it
will generate. The more demanded it is, the higher the price.
An investor in a contact share will be governed by the relation of its ongoing income
stream and its ongoing contact share market price. The InChainZ expectations are that
contact shares will be traded in multiples of ongoing access income.

13. Financial Projections
The financial projections are indicative only and are not based on any prior experience or
historical reported performance of the InChainZ platform or any similar platforms,
although a number of such platforms have been studied as a use case for arriving at
sensible ideas of what the financials of InChainZ might look like. Therefore, any contributors
and supporters of the projects should approach the provided estimates with caution and
must not rely on them in forming their decision whether to support the platform. The
Estimates are provided for indicative and community discussion purposes only.
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Volume of Interactions
The activity on the platform is expected to depend on the parallel evolution of (1) the
number of uploaded and verified contacts (registered and verified contact owners), (2) the
number of registered and participating contact holders (participants that acquire shares in
contacts) as well as the number of their contact holdings and (3) ultimately the number of
contact users, the frequency of their contact access requests and as a result the volume of
requests. We assume that all of the three groups will grow in parallel and will crossstimulate their individual growth.

The Platform Fees
The Platform fees will be generated by all the transactions on the platform that have a
corresponding value expressed in platform tokens. A single uniform rate defined as a
percentage of value traded or invested will be applied. The transactions that will generate
fees include (1) access request (2) investment in a share of a contact and (3) contact share
sale. The fee will be initially set at P% of the value of a transaction.

Value of Transactions at Inception and Long Term Average Value
The value of access request at inception will be determined at the equivalent of S0 US
dollars expressed in platform tokens. This setting will be assigned at the start only and will
serve as a departure point for the subsequent price setting mechanism. The Mastermind
AI will then based on demand move upwards or downwards the price at small increments
in order to arrive at an optimal price corresponding to the popularity and importance of
the contact owner. We assume that the long-term average price for all the access request
transactions on the price will be around 2.5 US Dollars. The platform starting price of a
contact share traded is assumed to be 0.25 US dollars. The price will then be similarly
governed by supply and demand as the Mastermind Engine will as frequently as required
revise upwards or downwards the price.

Revenue
The platform revenue estimates are calculated as the sum of the revenues from access
request and contact trading fees. The fee revenues are the product of the volume of
transactions, the average value of transactions and the platform fee percentage. The
assumptions regarding the revenues as well the revenue estimates are provided in the
forecast Income Statement of the Platform.

Costs
The costs are projected in a bottom up approach and comprise of two main items: (1)
platform running costs that are scalable and thus variable and (2) further platform
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development costs which are fixed and based on current experience of initially developing
the platform. The variable costs are based on the initial budget of setting up the platform
infrastructure and then scaled up to meet the volume traffic and availability of service.

14. Token allocations and use
InChainZ tokens (Ethereum ERC-20 standard compatible utility tokens), as the platform’s
utility tokens will facilitate the engagement between participants on the platform and
serve as a form of access to the platform and even as its internal currency.

There are 3 ways, how participants may acquire InChainZ tokens:
1.

Join the crowd sale (total supply will be limited by the number of tokens, created at
the crowdsale).
2. Bounty & Community Rewards.
3. Buy tokens in the crypto exchanges.
4. Earn tokens within the platform for committing actions and accomplishing the
tasks.
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The final number of created tokens will depend on the actual number of InChainZ tokens,
sold during the crowdsale. The difference between the maximum possible number of
created tokens and the number of distributed tokens will not be created.
Tokens distributed to the team and advisors are not immediately tradable. This aligns
interests of the team with executing upon the technical and business long-term goals of
the company.

15. Roadmap and milestones
Developing a sophisticated product is a non-linear process that might require changes
and pivots along the way. The roadmap below reflects our current understanding of the
implementation sequence. We constantly learn from the market, industry professionals,
our users and tune the process and the sequence accordingly.

Our team is working hard to deliver the modules and other critical system components.
Above you can find the estimation of the main stages for the InChainZ Platform
Development Process. The information in this table is preliminary and is subject to
changes on our team discretion. We will make such decisions based on our
understanding of what brings the most value for the business.
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16. Token Disclaimer
The InChainZ tokens are software with cryptographic elements that are sold out as a
utility appliance for the InChainZ platform. The InChainZ tokens are based on the
Ethereum protocol and conform to the widely-used ERC-20 standard.
The InChainZ tokens have their functional utility only within the InChainZ platform and
their creation is conditioned by the need to develop an internal economy in the InChainZ
ecosystem that will establish transparent and fair relations among the InChainZ
community.
The InChainZ tokens are intended to be used by their holders only for its designated
purposes. Number of such purposes may be increased over time, including, but not
limited to, by means of adding new services and features available in exchange for the
InChainZ tokens.
The InChainZ tokens are intended for experts in dealing with cryptographic tokens and
blockchain-based software systems.
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17. Core team, Investors and Advisors
17.1. Founders

Alen Popović
Co-Founder & Digital Content, PR
and Marketing Lead
Alen is a long-time digital marketing & social media
professional, and a public speaking sage.
He also has vast, more than 5 years, experience in
cryptocurrencies, ICOs and brand building of
successful projects and companies such as
Connect me, Dope Technologies Plc., Social me, X
Factor Bulgaria, Societe Generale and many more.
Right now, he is the leader of the Digital content &
PR marketing department of InChainZ and the one
responsible for crafting the most adequate
message for the target audience on a daily basis.
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Plamen Sakaliyski
Co-Founder & Chief
Creative Technologist, Business
Design and Strategy Lead
You don’t need to spend much time around
Plamen to realize he is one of those innovative
dudes with big smiles who are keen on breaking
the traditional old-fashion way the world does
things.
Plamen is a serial entrepreneur and cryptomaniac
well-known as a Co-founder & CEO at Dope
Technologies Plc, Chief engineer at Birlibam, and
Co-founder at TatChat.
Currently, he takes the position of InChainZ’s Chief
creative technologist & Business design and
strategy lead. Gladly, there is this kind of geeks so
we can evolve in the new digital world!
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Vladislav Mihaylov
Co-Founder & Chief Product,
Finance and Management Lead

Lydumil Asparuhov
Co-Founder & Target Marketing

Vladislav is an essential piece of the InChainZ
puzzle. He is one of those guys who is always two
steps further than the rest thanks to his forwardlooking ideas and innovative mind.

If you have the chance to get to know him, you
would instantly realize Lyudmil is one of those guys
who always put heart in what they do and couldn’t
be involved in just one project.

He is well-known as a Co-founder & CEO at Birlibam
– a service that can be best described as a digital
business card fit for a digital lifestyle. He is also a
Managing Partner of RSM BG - a member firm of
RSM International.

Apart from the position of Digital strategy manager
at Birlibam & Co-founder and Business
development executive at Connect me, he is now
taking the position of Co-founder & Target
marketing manager at InChainZ. He is the one who
invests significant amounts of time to define, test
and monitor the project’s target market. Needless
to say, Lyudmil is also closely involved with the
creation of the marketing strategy of InChainZ.

Right now, he is continuing his digital journey as a
Co-founder, Chief product & Finance manager of
InChainZ.This product couldn’t be in better hands!
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17.2 Core Team

Daniel Vasilev

Yasen Rachev

Georgi Chisuse

Zlatin Sarastov

Backend Lead,
Decentralized
Application
Specialist

Marketing
Strategy &
Creative
Technologist

Attorney-atLaw, Legal
Advisor

Finance and
Management
Lead

Kiril Sakaliyski

Borislav
Borislavov

Yana
Kostantzalieva

Ivan Georgiev

Software
Engineer,
Decentralized
Application
Specialist

Art Direction
Graphic UI/UX
Designer

GDPR,
Information
Security Officer

Business
Integration,
Stochastic
volatility skew
and hedging
models
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17.3 Advisors

Pavel Nikolov

Angel Demirev

Daniel Lazarov

Alexandar
Gerenski

Billing &
Automation
Specialist

Front End Lead

Front End
Developer

Gamification,
Architect

Akram Abara

Stoyan
Angelov

Polina Tsanova

Teodora
Gospodinova

Event Manager

Senior
Community
Manager

Graphic
Designer

Content Guru
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Ivaylo Petrov –
PIFA

Iren Parvanova

Stanislava
Yordanova

Ivan Yotov

Chief
Technologist

Project
Manager

Community and
Copywriting

Marketing
Research
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17.4 Ambassadors

Raffi
Boghossian

Atanasios
Sotiriadis

X Factor

Greece Area

Japhire Gopi

Pham Thi Thu
Huong

Management
Consulting,
Information
Security,
Technology and
Private Deals,
Singapore, HK
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Marketing and
Private Deals,
Sydney
Australia

Sergio Rivera

Tsvetomir Iliev

Marketing Lead,
Bogota,
Colombia

Marketing and
Private Deals,
Berlin Area

Milos Jakovljević
Belgrade, Serbia
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18. InChainZ Corporate Structure
The InChainZ tokens are created by Dope Technologies Plc., ("Company"), a business
company incorporated in Estonia with the company number 14415408. Main purpose of
Company is to organize and conduct a process of InChainZ tokens sale in order to arrange
financing of InChainZ Project.

19. Legal Disclaimer
The information set forth in this White Paper may not be exhaustive and does not imply
any elements of a contractual relationship. The content of this White Paper is not binding
for Company and is subject to change in line with ongoing research and development of
the Platform. This White Paper does not constitute an investment, legal, tax, regulatory,
financial, accounting or other advice, and this White Paper is not intended to provide the
sole basis for any evaluation of a transaction on acquiring of the InChainZ tokens. This
White Paper incorporates some best practice examples of crypto token projects.
However, prior to acquiring the InChainZ tokens, a prospective purchaser should consult
with his/her own legal, investment, tax, accounting, and other advisors to determine the
potential benefits, burdens, and other consequences of such transaction. Nothing in this
White Paper shall be deemed to constitute a prospectus of any sort or a solicitation for
investment, nor does it in any way pertain to an offering or a solicitation of an offer to buy
any securities in any jurisdiction. This document is not composed in accordance with, and
is not subject to, laws or regulations of any jurisdiction which prohibit or in any manner
restrict transactions in respect of, or with use of, digital tokens.
Dope Technologies Plc. does not guarantee any yield, interest, dividend, other capital
gain, does not provide redemption or buy-back guarantee related to the tokens.
Certain statements, estimates and financial information contained in this White Paper
constitute forward-looking statements or information. Such forward-looking statements
or information involve known and unknown risks and uncertainties which may cause
actual events or results to differ materially from the estimates or the results implied or
expressed in such forward-looking statements or information.
The Company neither offers or distributes the InChainZ tokens nor carry on a business
(activity) in any regulated activity in any countries and territories where transactions in
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respect of, or with use of, digital tokens fall under the restrictive regulations or require
from Company to be registered or licensed with any applicable governmental authorities.
Each purchaser of the InChainZ tokens is reminded that this White Paper has been
presented to him/her on the basis that he/she is a person into whose attention the
document may be lawfully presented in accordance with the laws of the purchaser's
jurisdiction. It is the responsibility of each potential purchaser of the InChainZ tokens to
determine if the purchaser can legally purchase the InChainZ tokens in the purchaser's
jurisdiction and whether the purchaser can then resell the InChainZ tokens to another
purchaser in any given jurisdiction.
This English language White Paper is the primary official source of information about the
InChainZ project. The information contained herein may from time to time be translated
into other languages. In the course of such translation some of the information contained
herein may be lost, corrupted, or misrepresented. The accuracy of such alternative
communications cannot be guaranteed. In the event of any conflicts or inconsistencies
between such translations, this official English language White Paper, the provisions of
this English language original document shall prevail.
Any reference to “investment” or any suggestion of benefit or profit, should be construed
only to refer to the investment, benefit and profit related to the internal value of the
Tokens within the InChainz ecosystem. The Company does not entitle “investors” nor any
other of participants within the InChainz platform to a portion of profit or revenues, a
guaranteed annuity, or any other asset, which may be considered as an investment in the
business in exchange for an electronic representation of equity or stocks.
The tax characterization of the InChainz Tokens is uncertain, and each investor must seek
its own tax advice in connection with the acquisition of the InChainz Tokens. The
acquisition of InChainz Tokens pursuant to the Token Generation Event may result in
adverse tax consequences to investors, including withholding taxes, income taxes and tax
reporting requirements. Each person acquiring InChainz Tokens should consult with and
must rely upon the advice of its own professional tax advisors.
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20. Anti-Money Laundering Policy
By means of this AML Policy,
we would like to inform the general public of the nature, scope and purpose of the data we
collect, use and process, as well as to describe the Know Your Customer (“KYC”) process and
to raise awareness amongst the members of our community regarding our firm intention
to ensure that no funds from illicit activity are contributed to our Project InChainz.

The AML philosophy
that we hereby adopt and the KYC process are of enormous importance for our team in the
view of make certain the legitimacy of the sources of all proceeds raised during the
InChainz Token sale. No funds can derive from illicit sources, people under sanctions, or
organizations with terroristic links. It is crucial that Dope Technologies or third party - KYC
provider, conduct all the agreed checks as this practice protects all token holders and the
InChainz Project itself.

Although companies selling blockchain based tokens
are not legally considered as money transmitters as per the European law (The Fourth AntiMoney Laundering Directive ("AMLD") and therefore are not officially a subject to rules set
up to fight money laundering and funding of terrorism, the suspicious investors cannot be
neglected. Moreover, we might be obliged to have AML policies and procedures by law in
the near future. The KYC process is the only way Dope Technologies can check the source
of funds raised during the token sale, and we must do so by verifying buyer’s identity. The
KYC process includes collecting of personal data for the community users such as: name,
date of birth, nationality, scanned identity card and selfie for verification purposes. We
might be seeking to enhance our ability to detect suspicious transactions and activities in
the future.

Therefore,
we have identified different risks coming from different categories of community members
in order to follow the standard best practices for risks mitigation for conducting of money
laundering and funding of terrorism in an economic system. Thus, Dope Technologies
provides for 3 (three) categories of community members, introduced in the terms of risks
and separated as a protection against money laundering and funding of terrorism:
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Anonymous community members
except for wallet ID, do not provide any Personal data. They are allowed to do transactions
at very limited amounts as of: up to 15 InChainz Tokens a day, up to 60 InChainz Tokens a
week, and up to 120 InChainz Tokens a month. They cannot hold in their account more than
60 InChainz Tokens at any point in time.

Semi-verified community members
provide their names, date of birth and nationality for a verification purposes. They are
allowed to do transactions at limited amounts as of: up to 70 InChainz Tokens a day, 280
InChainz Tokens a week and 560 InChainz Tokens a month. They cannot hold in their
account more than 280 InChainz Tokens at any point in time.

Fully-verified community members
provide names, date of birth, nationality, scanned ID and selfie for verification purposes.
They shall also be checked against sanctions lists and they are allowed to do transactions
at unlimited amounts.

The potential community members
are not eligible and are not permitted to participate in the InChainz Tokens sale if they are
citizens or legal entities, resident or incorporated (with address, tax or otherwise) or green
card – holder of the USA or a resident of the People’s Republic of China, South Korea or Iran.
The same pertains for residents of the Republic of Singapore, Canada and Australia.

Such “Restricted Persons”
refer to any firm, company, partnership, trust, corporation, entity, government, state or
agency of a state or any other incorporated or unincorporated body or association,
association or partnership (whether or not having separate legal personality) that is
established and/or lawfully existing under the laws of the restricted jurisdiction, listed
above.
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During the InChainz Token sale process
Dope Technologies will be strictly reviewing the transactions, the community members
and their accounts. Suspicious activity alerts will be generated if some of the restrictions
listed in this AML Policy are being circumvented or trying to be circumvented.

Suspicious activities
shall constitute any behaviour that violates any legal agreement with the community or
causes damage or loss to a member or members of the community with a deliberate
action. Such behaviour could be, but is not limited to, violation of the terms and conditions,
disclaimers, deliberately trying to circumvent this AML Policy and limits, exploiting security
bridges to steal other community member’s tokens, etc.
Funds of fully-verified community members may be frozen if there is evidence of suspicious
activity that point to those community members (transaction logs, etc.).

Funds of anonymous and semi-verified community members may be frozen if:

1. there is only doubt of suspicious activity;
2. there is a suspicion that multiple anonymous community members accounts are
owned by the same person;
3. the settled thresholds for transactions’ amount and number of transactions are
breached.

In the 1st case
funds of anonymous and semi-verified community members will be frozen until they
become fully-verified community members, and if there is evidence of suspicious activity
that point to those community members (transaction logs, etc.) their account will remain
frozen even fully-verified.

In the 2nd case
all of the accounts that are suspected will be frozen until all accounts pass full KYC identity
checks. Since one physical person can participate in the community with only one physical
wallet, if those accounts are owned by the same person the full KYC identity checks will
enable only one of the accounts.
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In the 3rd
case the community member account shall be frozen until the relevant identity check for
semi-verified or fully-verified account is passed in accordance with the threshold of
transactions described hereinabove.

In case of identification of suspicious behaviour
in the ecosystem as described above in this AML Policy, the funds of the suspicious
community members will be frozen until a decision is made by the community if the
community member should be banned or not from the community. In case of a ban all the
community member’s funds shall remain frozen and could not be unfrozen.

Suspicious behaviour could be detected via tools and analytics software, reported by
the community members or observed post factum after a damage has been done.

Regulatory authorities are carefully scrutinizing businesses and operations associated to
crypto currencies and tokens sales in the European Union. In that respect, regulatory
measures, investigations or actions may impact Dope Technologies’ business and even
limit or prevent it from developing its operations in the future. Any person or legal entity
undertaking to acquire InChainz Tokens must be aware that the Dope Technologies’
business model and/or the AML Policy may change significantly or need to be modified
because of new regulatory and compliance requirements from any applicable laws in any
jurisdiction. In such a case, purchasers, community members and anyone undertaking to
acquire InChainz Tokens acknowledge and understand that neither Dope Technologies
nor any of its affiliates shall be held liable for any direct or indirect loss or damage caused
by such changes.
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21. Risk Factors
Tokens will be characterized by a high degree of risk, volatility and illiquidity. A prospective
investor should thoroughly review the confidential information contained herein and the
terms of the fund agreement and subscription agreement, and carefully consider
whether an investment in the fund is suitable to the investor’s financial situation and
goals. Certain economic and market information contained herein has been obtained
from published sources prepared by other parties. While such sources are believed to be
reliable, neither the fund, or their respective affiliates assume any responsibility for the
accuracy or completeness of such information. Neither delivery of this memorandum nor
any statement herein should be taken to imply that any information contained herein is
correct as of any time subsequent to the date hereof.
No regulatory authority has examined or approved any of the information set out in this
White paper. No such action has been or will be taken under the laws, regulatory
requirements or rules of any jurisdiction. The mere publication, distribution or
dissemination of this White paper does not imply that the applicable laws, regulatory
requirements, or rules have been complied.
An acquisition of the InChainZ tokens involves a high degree of risk. Each potential
purchaser of InChainZ tokens should carefully consider the following information about
these risks before he decides to buy the InChainZ tokens. If any of the following risks
actually occurs, the InChainZ platform and the value of the InChainZ tokens could be
materially adversely affected.
Risks and uncertainties described below in this White Paper may not be the only ones
token holders face. Additional risks and uncertainties may also materially adversely affect
on the InChainZ Platform or the value of the InChainZ tokens.
Some of the statements in the White paper include forward-looking statements, which
reflect the Company’s current views with respect to execution roadmap, financial
performance, business strategy and future plans.
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22.Governing law and arbitration
The Client acknowledges and accepts that the Company is registered and operating in
Estonia. Any potential token holder or a contract party to any matter related to the
InChainZ project agrees to seek an amicable settlement prior to bringing any legal action.
However, if such settlement was not reached all disputes arising with the white papers
provided, shall be resolved by arbitration in accordance with the Estonian Rules of
International Arbitration of the Estonian Chambers of Commerce and Industry. The
arbitration panel shall consist of one arbitrator only.

22.1. Risk Related to the Value of InChainZ
Tokens
•

No Rights, Functionality or Features. The Tokens do not have any rights, uses,
purpose, attributes, functionalities or features, express or implied, including,
without limitation, any uses, purpose, attributes, functionalities or features outside
of the InChainZ platform. Company Parties do not guarantee and are not
representing in any way to Buyer that the Tokens have any rights, uses, purpose,
attributes, functionalities or features.

•

Lack of Development of Market for InChainZ tokens. Because there has been no
prior public trading market for the Tokens, the Token sale may not result in an
active or liquid market for the Tokens, and their price may be highly volatile. Even if
the Tokens are tradable in a secondary market, in practice, there may not be
enough active buyers and sellers or the bid-ask spreads may be too wide. The
Token holders may not be able to exit their token holdings easily. In the worst-case
scenario where no secondary market develops, a Token holder may not be able to
liquidate his/her token holdings at all. The exchanges or platforms that facilitate
secondary trading of the Tokens may not be regulated by the applicable laws.

•

Risks Relating to Highly Speculative Traded Price. The valuation of digital tokens in
a secondary market is usually not transparent, and highly speculative. The Tokens
do not hold any ownership rights to Company’s assets and, therefore, are not
backed by any tangible asset. Traded price of the Tokens can fluctuate greatly
within a short period of time. There is a high risk that a Token holder could lose
his/her entire contribution amount. In the worst-case scenario, the Tokens could
be rendered worthless.
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•

InChainZ Tokens May Have No Value. The InChainZ tokens may have no value and
there is no guarantee or representation of liquidity for the InChainZ tokens.
Company is not and shall not be responsible for or liable for the market value of
the InChainZ tokens, the transferability and/or liquidity of the InChainZ tokens
and/or the availability of any market for the InChainZ tokens through third parties
or otherwise.

•

Tokens are Non-Refundable. Company is not obliged to provide the Token holders
with a refund related to the Tokens for any reason, and the Token holders will not
receive money or other compensation in lieu of the refund. No promises of future
performance or price are or will be made in respect to the Tokens, including no
promise of inherent value, no promise of continuing payments, and no guarantee
that the Tokens will hold any particular value. Therefore, the recovery of spent
resources may be impossible or may be subject to foreign laws or regulations,
which may not be the same as the private law of the Token holder.

22.2. Blockchain and Software Risks
•

Blockchain Delay Risk. On the Bitcoin and Ethereum blockchains, timing of block
production is determined by proof of work so block production can occur at
random times. For example, the Cryptocurrency transferred in the final seconds of
a distribution period during the Token Presale or the Token Sale may not get
included for that period. Buyer acknowledges and understands that the Bitcoin or
Ethereum blockchain may not include the Buyer’s transaction at the time Buyer
expects and Buyer may not receive the Tokens in this regard.

•

Blockchain Congestion Risk. The Bitcoin and Ethereum blockchains are prone to
periodic congestion during which transactions can be delayed or lost. Individuals
may also intentionally spam the respective network in an attempt to gain an
advantage in purchasing cryptographic tokens. Buyer acknowledges and
understands that Bitcoin or Ethereum block producers may not include Buyer‟s
transaction when Buyer wants or Buyer‟s transaction may not be included at all.

•

Risk of Software Weaknesses. The concept of token smart contract which creates
the mechanism of creation and distribution of the InChainZ Tokens (“Token Smart
Contract”), the underlying software application and software platform (i.e. the
Ethereum blockchain) are still in an early development stage and unproven. There
is no representation and warranty that the process for creating the InChainZ
tokens will be uninterrupted or error-free. There is an inherent risk that the
software could contain weaknesses, vulnerabilities or bugs causing, inter alia, the
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complete loss of the cryptocurrency and/or the InChainZ tokens.
•

Risk of New Technology. The Platform, the Tokens and all of the matters set forth in
this White Paper are new and untested. The Platform and the Tokens might not be
capable of completion, creation, implementation or adoption. It is possible that no
blockchain utilizing the Platform will be ever launched. Buyer of Tokens should not
rely on the Platform, the Token Smart Contract or the ability to receive tokens
associated with the Platform in the future. Even if the Platform is completed,
implemented and adopted, it might not function as intended, and any Tokens may
not have functionality that is desirable or valuable. Also, technology is changing
rapidly, so the Platform and the Tokens may become outdated.

22.3. Security Risks
•

Risk of Loss of Private Keys. The Tokens purchased by Buyer may be held by Buyer
in Buyer’s digital wallet or vault, which requires a private key, or a combination of
private keys, for access. Accordingly, loss of requisite private keys associated with
such Buyer’s digital wallet or vault storing the Tokens will result in loss of such
Tokens, access to Buyer’s Token balance and/or any initial balances in blockchains
created by third parties. Moreover, any third party that gains access to such private
keys, including by gaining access to login credentials of a hosted wallet or vault
service the buyer uses, may be able to misappropriate the Buyer’s Tokens.
Company Parties are not responsible for any such losses.

•

Lack of InChainZ Token Security. The Tokens may be subject to expropriation and
or/theft. Hackers or other malicious groups or organizations may attempt to
interfere with the Token Smart Contract or the Tokens in a variety of ways,
including, but not limited to, malware attacks, denial of service attacks, consensusbased attacks, Sybil attacks, smurfing and spoofing. Furthermore, because the
Ethereum platform rests on open source software, there is the risk that Ethereum
smart contracts may contain intentional or unintentional bugs or weaknesses
which may negatively affect the Tokens or result in the loss of Tokens, the loss of
ability to access or control the Tokens. In the event of such a software bug or
weakness, there may be no remedy and holders of the Tokens are not guaranteed
any remedy, refund or compensation.

•

Risk of Ethereum Mining Attacks. The blockchain used for the Token Smart
Contract is susceptible to mining attacks, including double-spend attacks, majority
mining power attacks, "selfish-mining" attacks, and race condition attacks. Any
successful attacks present a risk to the Token Smart Contract, expected proper
execution and sequencing of the Token transactions, and expected proper
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execution and sequencing of contract computations.
•

Failure to Map a Public Key to Buyer’s Account. Failure of buyer of the InChainZ
tokens to map a public key to such buyer’s account may result in third parties
being unable to recognize buyer’s InChainZ token balance on the Ethereum
blockchain when and if they configure the initial balances of a new blockchain
based upon the InChainZ platform.

•

Risk of Incompatible Wallet Service. The wallet or wallet service provider used for
the acquisition and storage of the InChainZ tokens has to be technically
compatible with the InChainZ tokens. The failure to assure this may have the result
that buyer of the InChainZ tokens will not gain access to his InChainZ tokens.

22.4. Risk Related to InChainZ Platform
Development
•

Risk Related to Reliance on Third Parties. Even if completed, the Platform will rely,
in whole or partly, on third parties to adopt and implement it and to continue to
develop, supply, and otherwise support it. There is no assurance or guarantee that
those third parties will complete their work, properly carry out their obligations, or
otherwise meet anyone’s needs, all of might have a material adverse effect on the
Platform.

•

Dependence of Platform on Senior Management Team. The ability of the InChainZ
project team which is responsible for maintaining competitive position of the
Platform is dependent to a large degree on the services of a respective senior
management team. The loss or diminution in the services of members of
respective senior management team or an inability to attract, retain and maintain
additional senior management personnel could have a material adverse effect on
the Platform. Competition for personnel with relevant expertise is intense due to
the small number of qualified individuals, and this situation seriously affects the
ability to retain its existing senior management and attract additional qualified
senior management personnel, which could have a significant adverse impact on
the Platform.

•

Dependence of Platform on Various Factors. The development of the Platform may
be abandoned for a number of reasons, including lack of interest from the public,
lack of funding, lack of commercial success or prospects, or departure of key
personnel.
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•

Lack of Interest to the Platform. Even if the Platform is finished and adopted and
launched, the ongoing success of the Platform relies on the interest and
participation of third parties like developers. There can be no assurance or
guarantee that there will be sufficient interest or participation in the Platform.

•

Changes to the Platform. The Platform is still under development and may
undergo significant changes over time. Although Company Parties intend for the
Platform to have the features and specifications set forth in this White Paper,
changes to such features and specifications can be made for any number of
reasons, any of which may mean that the Platform does not meet expectations of
buyer of the Tokens.

•

Risk associated with Other Applications. The Platform may give rise to other,
alternative projects, promoted by unaffiliated third parties, under which the Token
will have no intrinsic value.

•

Risk of an Unfavourable Fluctuation of Cryptocurrency Value. The proceeds of the
sale of the Tokens will be denominated in cryptocurrency, and may be converted
into other cryptographic and fiat currencies. If the value of cryptocurrencies
fluctuates unfavourably during or after the Token Presale or the Token Sale,
Company Parties may not be able to fund development, or may not be able to
develop or maintain the Platform in the manner that it intended.

22.5. Risk Arising in the Course of Company
Parties’ Business
•

Risk of Conflicts of Interest. Any Company Party may be engaged in transactions
with related parties, including respective majority shareholder, companies
controlled by him or in which he owns an interest, and other affiliates, and may
continue to do so in the future. Conflicts of interest may arise between any
Company Party's affiliates and respective Company Party, potentially resulting in
the conclusion of transactions on terms not determined by market forces.

•

Risks Related to Invalidation of Company Parties Transactions. Company Parties
have taken a variety of actions relating to its business that, if successfully
challenged for not complying with applicable legal requirements, could be
invalidated or could result in the imposition of liabilities on respective Company
Party. Since applicable legislation may subject to many different interpretations,
respective Company Party may not be able to successfully defend any challenge
brought against such transactions, and the invalidation of any such transactions or
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imposition of any such liability may, individually or in the aggregate, have a
material adverse effect on the Platform.
•

Risk Arising from Emerging Markets. Company Parties or some of them may
operate on emerging markets. Emerging markets are subject to greater risks than
more developed markets, including significant legal, economic and political risks.
Emerging markets are subject to greater risk than more developed markets,
including in some cases significant legal, economic and political risks. Emerging
economies are subject to rapid change and that the information set out in this
White Paper may become outdated relatively quickly.

22.6. Government Risks
•

Uncertain Regulatory Framework. The regulatory status of cryptographic tokens,
digital assets, and blockchain technology is unclear or unsettled in many
jurisdictions. It is difficult to predict how or whether governmental authorities will
regulate such technologies. It is likewise difficult to predict how or whether any
governmental authority may make changes to existing laws, regulations and/or
rules that will affect cryptographic tokens, digital assets, blockchain technology
and its applications. Such changes could negatively impact the Tokens in various
ways, including, for example, through a determination that the tokens are
regulated financial instruments that require registration. Company may cease the
distribution of the tokens, the development of the Platform or cease operations in
a jurisdiction in the event that governmental actions make it unlawful or
commercially undesirable to continue to do so.

•

Failure to Obtain, Maintain or Renew Licenses and Permits. Although as of the date
of starting of the Token Presale there are no statutory requirements obliging
Company of the Tokens to receive any licenses and permits necessary for carrying
out of its activity, there is the risk that such statutory requirements may be
adopted in the future and may relate to any of Company Parties. In this case,
Company Parties' business will depend on the continuing validity of such licenses
and permits and its compliance with their terms. Regulatory authorities will
exercise considerable discretion in the timing of license issuance and renewal and
the monitoring of licensees’ compliance with license terms. Requirements which
may be imposed by these authorities and which may require any of Company
Party to comply with numerous standards, recruit qualified personnel, maintain
necessary technical equipment and quality control systems, monitor our
operations, maintain appropriate filings and, upon request, submit appropriate
information to the licensing authorities, may be costly and time-consuming and
may result in delays in the commencement or continuation of operation of the
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Platform. Further, private individuals and the public at large possess rights to
comment on and otherwise engage in the licensing process, including through
intervention in courts and political pressure. Accordingly, the licenses any
Company Party may need may not be issued or renewed, or if issued or renewed,
may not be issued or renewed in a timely fashion, or may involve requirements
which restrict any Company Party's ability to conduct its operations or to do so
profitably.
•

Risk of Government Action. The industry in which Company Parties operate is new,
and may be subject to heightened oversight and scrutiny, including investigations
or enforcement actions. There can be no assurance that governmental authorities
will not examine the operations of Company Parties and/or pursue enforcement
actions against them. All of this may subject Company Parties to judgments,
settlements, fines or penalties, or cause Company Parties to restructure their
operations and activities or to cease offering certain products or services, all of
which could harm Company Parties' reputation or lead to higher operational costs,
which may, in turn, have a material adverse effect on the Tokens and/or the
development of the Platform.

•

Risk of Burdensomeness of Applicable Laws, Regulations, and Standards. Failure to
comply with existing laws and regulations or the findings of government
inspections or increased governmental regulation of Company Parties operations,
could result in substantial additional compliance costs or various sanctions, which
could materially adversely affect Company Parties business and the Platform.
Company Parties operations and properties are subject to regulation by various
government entities and agencies, in connection with ongoing compliance with
existing laws, regulations and standards. Regulatory authorities exercise
considerable discretion in matters of enforcement and interpretation of applicable
laws, regulations and standards. Respective authorities have the right to, and
frequently do, conduct periodic inspections of any Company Party's operations
and properties throughout the year. Any such future inspections may conclude
that any Company Party has violated laws, decrees or regulations, and it may be
unable to refute such conclusions or remedy the violations. Any Company Party's
failure to comply with existing laws and regulations or the findings of government
inspections may result in the imposition of fines or penalties or more severe
sanctions or in requirements that respective Company Party cease certain of its
business activities, or in criminal and administrative penalties applicable to
respective officers. Any such decisions, requirements or sanctions, or any increase
in governmental regulation of our operations, could increase Company Parties
costs and materially adversely affect Company Parties business and the Platform.
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•

Unlawful or Arbitrary Government Action. Governmental authorities may have a
high degree of discretion and, at times, act selectively or arbitrarily, without
hearing or prior notice, and sometimes in a manner that is contrary a law or
influenced by political or commercial considerations. Moreover, the government
also has the power in certain circumstances, by regulation or government act, to
interfere with the performance of, nullify or terminate contracts. Unlawful, selective
or arbitrary governmental actions have reportedly included the denial or
withdrawal of licenses, sudden and unexpected tax audits, criminal prosecutions
and civil actions. Federal and local government entities have also used common
defects in matters surrounding the Token Sale as pretexts for court claims and
other demands to invalidate or to void any related transaction, often for political
purposes. In this environment, Company Parties competitors may receive
preferential treatment from the government, potentially giving them a
competitive advantage over Company Parties.
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